
BASIC SYMBOLS
Animals 4- footed animals represent the emotions: desires, feelings and senses.

One experiences emotional initiatory trials in dreams through animals. 

Animals may represent the next stage of one's development. 

In most cases, dreams of animals relate to the lower astral world or moon sphere initiations.

In dreams and visions, one evaluates his or her nature through the character of the animal. 

Birds 2- legged flying creatures represent the mental: thought, thinking, telepathy. 

One is shown something of his mental world through the symbol of the bird. 

The color and type of bird help to bring clarification about one's mental action. 

The bird is also symbolic of the Divine Self. 

Fish Represent etheric and astral action.

Flowers The Flora Angels of plants use symbols to open the voice of the soul.

Friends To see friends in a dream indicates that one is marking and tracing his or her choices; acquiring discernment through 
evaluation.

Insects Represent bacterial action.

Insects in a dream may indicate that one's astral insulation has been removed and thus one is exposed to out of control cell 
bacteria or approaching mass telepathies. 

To see bugs crawling over you in a dream may indicate that you are exposed to parasitical persons or giving help to others 
before they are ready.

It may also indicate that purification may come through fever or infection.



Minerals Diamond – contains the knowledge of the Divine Mind of Source.

Sapphire – contains the knowledge of the Christ Mind leading to the Mind of Divine Source. 

Emerald – contains the healing fire of the earth.

Ruby - contains the life force and is a healing jewel for the blood. 

Plants Plants are individualized, much like people. 

All tall plants represent individualized, non-mingling persons. 

A hedge of plants provides protection. If one is behind the hedge of plants, it indicates limitation through negation.

Reptiles Represent the sexual will and kundalini action. 

Dreams of primitive animals identify one's level of development.

Dreams of prehistoric animals indicate that one is researching memory banks from past ancestral lives.

Obsolete symbols indicate the need to move forward and let go of past habits or ways of thinking that no longer serve the 
current phase of development. Obsolete symbols can appear at any level of dreaming.

Trees One is either observing or receiving instruction in the greater archetypes.

Long elongated trees are masculine trees, round full trees are feminine trees. 

The tree is an indication of the need to align one's thoughts with the higher mind or vertical thinking. 

The top of a tree indicates one is observing the mentality of man.

The branches of a tree represent that one is dealing with the family atom.

The trunk of a tree represents the archetypal knowledge contained within the tree.



The roots of the tree indicate that one is researching memory of the ages.

Fruit bearing trees indicate spiritual gifts.


